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to ���� The ��� � �� �m continuum radiation observed with ISOPHOT�S can be

explained by thermal free�free emission in an expanding wind with� above ��
�m�

a possible additional black�body component with temperature T� �
K and

radius R� 
R� at � kpc� likely due to thermal emission by circumstellar

dust� The observed brightness and continuum spectrum closely match that of the

Wolf�Rayet star WR ��	� a WN��BO
 binary system� when rescaled at the same

� kpc distance as Cygnus X��� A rough mass loss estimate assuming a WN wind

gives � � � ���M��yr
��� A line at � ��� �m with a more than ��� � detection

level� and with a dereddened �ux of ��� mJy� is interpreted as the expected He I

�p��s line at ����
 �m� a prominent line in the WR��	 spectrum� These results

are consistent with a Wolf�Rayet like companion of WN� type to the compact

object in Cyg X��� a later type than suggested by earlier works�
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�� Introduction

CygnusX�� is known as a binary system� since its discovery Giacconi et al� ���	
�� but

there is still debate about the masses of the two stars and the morphology of the system

�for a review see Bonnet�Bidaud � Chardin ������ The distance of the object is �����kpc

with an absorption on the line of sight AV � � mag �van Kerkwijk et al� ���	�� The �ux

modulation at a period of ��� hours� �rst discovered in X�rays �Parsignault ��
�� then

at near infrared wavelengths �Becklin et al� ��
��� and observed simultaneously at X�ray

and near�IR wavelengths by Mason et al� ����	�� is believed to be the orbital period of

the binary system� Following infrared spectroscopic measurements �van Kerkwijk et al�

����� where WR�like features have been detected in I and K band spectra� the nature

of the mass donating star is suggested to be a Wolf�Rayet like star� but an unambiguous

classi�cation� similar to the other WR stars is still lacking� Mitra ����	� and Vanbeveren

et al� ������ pointed out that it is not possible to �nd a model that meets all the observed

properties of CygnusX�� where the companion star is a normal Population I Wolf�Rayet

star with a spherically symmetric stellar wind� In the evolution model originally proposed

by van den Heuvel � de Loore ���
�� a �nal period of the order of ��� h may result from

a system with initial masses M�
�� �� M�� M

�
��� M�� P

�� �d� the �nal system being

a neutron star accreting at a limited rate of � ���� M��yr
��� from the wind of a core

He burning star of about ��� M�� Vanbeveren et al� ������ propose that the progenitor

of Cygnus X�� is a �� M�� �� M� system with P��	d� after spiral�in of the black

hole into the envelope of the companion� the hydrogen reach layers are removed� and

a  � �� M� Wolf�Rayet like star remains with P���d� A system containing a black

hole and an He core burning star is also favored by Ergma � van den Heuvel �������

In addition� CygnusX�� undergoes giant radio bursts and there is evidence of jet�like

structures moving away from CygnusX�� at ��� � ��� c �Mioduszewski et al� ����� ����

Mart�� et al� �����

The main objective of the Infrared Space Observatory �ISO� spectrophotometric mea�

surements in the �� � � �m range� was to constrain further the nature of the companion

star to the compact object� the expected strong He lines as well as the metallic lines in

di�erent ionization states are important clues� together with the spectral shape of the

continuum in a wavelength range as large as possible� An additional motivation for the

imaging photometry with ISOCAM was to provide spatial resolution to a possible ex�

tended emission feature as remnant of the expected high mass loss from the system� The

paper is laid out as follows� In Section  observational aspects are reviewed� Section �

summarizes the results on the continuum and line emissions from Cygnus X�� and four

Wolf�Rayet stars of WN	� 
 and � types� Section � reviews the constraints set by the

present observations on the wind and on the nature of the companion to the compact

object in Cygnux X��� Finally� Section � summarizes the conclusions of this paper�
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Table �� The ISO observing modes� ISO identi�cations� wavelength ranges and observing times

on ���� April 	� used on Cygnus X��

Instrument TDTNUM Wavelength Aperture Total observing

range ��m� arcsec time �s� TU �start�

ISOCAM�LW� ���	� ���
 ��
 ���� ��
	��

ISOPHOT�SS
�����

����
 ��x��
��� 	�����	

ISOPHOT�SL ���� ��x��

ISOPHOT�P���

�����

������� �

�� ���	���
ISOPHOT�P� ����� ��

ISOPHOT�P�
 ���� 
�

ISOPHOT�P� ���	� ��

�� Observations and data reduction

CygnusX�� was observed by the Infrared Space Observatory �ISO� �Kessler et al� ���	�

on ���	� April 
� corresponding to JD ����������� to ������������ The subsequent

observing modes were� ISOCAM imaging photometry at �����m �LW �� �lter� bandwith

� to ���m�� ISOPHOT�S spectrophotometry in the range �� � ��m� for ���	 s� covering

the orbital phases ���� to ���� �according to the parabolic ephemeris of Kitamoto et al�

������ ISOPHOT multi��lter photometry at central wavelengths ��	� ��� � and 	��m�

Observing modes and observation times are summerized on Table �� Preliminary results

were presented in Koch Miramond et al� ������

���� ISOPHOT�S data reduction

A low resolution mid�infrared spectrum of CygnusX�� was obtained with the ISOPHOT�

S sub�instrument� The spectrum covered the ������ and �������
�m wavelength ranges

simultaneously with a spectral resolution of about ���� and ����m� respectively� The

observation was performed in triangular chopped mode with two background positions

located at ������ and with dwelling time of �� s per chopper position� The �eld of view

is ��x ��� The whole measurement consisted of � OFF��ON�OFF�ON cycles and

lasted ���	 s�

The ISOPHOT�S data were reduced in three steps� We �rst used the Phot Interactive

Analysis �PIA�� �Gabriel et al� ���
� software �Version ��� to �lter out cosmic glitches

in the raw data and to determine signals by performing linear �ts to the integration

ramps� After a second deglitching step� performed on the signals� a dark current value

� PIA is a joint development by the ESA Astrophysics Division and the ISOPHOT consortium

led by the Max�Planck�Institut f�ur Astronomie� Heidelberg�
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appropriate to the satellite orbital position of the individual signal was subtracted�

Finally we averaged all non�discarded �typically �� signals in order to derive a signal

per chopper step� Due to detector transient e�ects� at the beginning of the observation

the derived signals were systematically lower than those in the consolidated part of

the measurement� We then discarded the �rst ���� sec �� OFF�ON transitions�� and

determined an average �ON�OFF� signal for the whole measurement by applying a

��dimensional Fast Fourier Transformation algorithm �for the application of FFT

methods for ISOPHOT data reduction see Haas et al� ������ The �ON�OFF� di�erence

signals were �nally calibrated by applying a signal dependent spectral response function

dedicated to chopped PHT�S observations �Acosta�Pulido � �Abrah�am ����� also

implemented in PIA�

In order to verify our data reduction scheme �which is not completely standard due

to the application of the FFT algorithm� and to estimate the level of calibration uncer�

tainties� we reduced HD������� an ISOPHOT standard star observed in a similar way

as CygnusX��� The results were very consistent with the model prediction of the star�

and we estimate that the systematic uncertainty of our calibration is less than ����

���� ISOPHOT spectral energy distribution

The observed spectral energy distribution is shown on Figure �� The observed �not dered�

dened� continuum �ux in the range �� � 
�m is ����mJy in good agreement with that

observed by Ogley et al� ����� with ISOCAM on the same day �the dereddened �uxes

are shown on Figure � � the observed �ux decreases to about ����mJy around ��m�

Fig� �� Observed spectrum of Cygnus X�� in the �������m range� obtained with the FFT

method�

An unresolved line is observed at about ��� �m peaking at �
� �� mJy� The

linewidth is �����m� consistent with the instrumental response and corresponding to
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� ��� km�s��� Note that the measured line �ux might be underestimated because the

ISOPHOT�S pixels are separated by small gaps� and a narrow line might falls into a gap�

���� ISOPHOT�P data analysis and results

The data reduction in the multi��lter mode was performed using the Phot Interactive

Analysis �Gabriel et al� ���
� software� After corrections for non�linearities of the inte�

gration ramps� the signal were transformed to a standard reset interval� Then an orbital

dependant dark current was substracted and cosmic ray hits were removed� In case the

signal did not fully stabilize during the measurement time due to the detector transients�

only the last part of the data stream was used� The derived �ux densities were corrected

for the �nite size of the aperture by using the standard correction values as stated in the

ISOPHOT Observer�s Manual �Klaas et al� ������ The �ux detected at ��	�m �band�

width ��m� in the ���� diameter aperture is ���� ��� mJy at a con�dence level of ����

No detection above the galactic noise was obtained at ��� � and 	��m with ���� ���

and ���� diameter aperture� respectively�

���� ISOCAM data reduction and results

The LW�� �lter centered at �����m was used with the highest spatial resolution of

����� � ����� per pixel� The ISOCAM data were reduced with the Interactive Analysis

software �CIA�� version ���� following the standard processing outlined in Starck et al�

������� First a dark correction was applied� then a de�glitching to remove cosmic ray

hits� followed by a transient correction to take into account memory e�ects� using the

inversion algorithm of Abergel et al� ����	�� and a �at��eld correction� Then individual

images were combined into the �nal raster map� which pixel values were converted in

milli�Jansky �uxes� No colour correction was applied� A point source is clearly visible

at the Cygnus X�� position on the ISOCAM map at �����m� The measured �ux is


��� ��mJy above a uniform background at a level of about ��mJy� in good agreement

with our ISOPHOT result� This �ux is lower than the ���� ��	mJy �at ���� �m�

measured by Ogley et al� ������ on the same day� using ISOCAM LW�� with a 	��� 	��

aperture� The high resolution con�guration of the ISOCAM camera has been used to

constrain the spatial extension of the infrared source� The measured FWHM for the

source is ����� ����arcsec �mean value of the four individual images composing the �nal

raster map�� This can be compared to the ISOCAM catalogued point spread functions

at these energies and con�guration which shows a FWHM mean value of ����� ����

arcsec� including the e�ects of the satellite jitter and of the pixel sampling� The slightly

� CIA is a joint development by the ESA Astrophysics Division and the ISOCAM consortium�

The ISOCAM consortium was led by the ISOCAM PI� C� Cesarsky� Direction des Sciences de

la Mati�ere� C�E�A� France�
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Table �� The four Wolf�Rayet stars observed with ISO�SWS

Star Type Binarity Distance AV
a Reference TDTNUM

WR 	� WN	ha WNL No �� kpc ��������	 Crowther et al� ����
a� �
�	


WR ��� WN� possible � ��� kpc ��������� Morel et al� ������ �	����

WR ��� WN�b�h� WNE�sb possible ��� kpc ���
����
 Stevens � Howarth ������ �������

WR ��	 WN��h� WNL B�
V at �

��� �� �	 pc ���� Morris et al� ������ �� �����


a from van der Hucht ���� except for WR ��	
b from Crowther et al� ����
b�

larger value for the source� though only marginally signi�cant� might therefore indicate

an extended source� The deconvolved extension would be ���� � ��	� arcsec which at a

distance of �� kpc� corresponds to a linear extension of � �
 � ���� cm� The extended

infrared source may be the result of the heating of the surrounding medium by the arcsec

radio jets whose existence have been now clearly demonstrated �Mart�� et al� ���� ����

Mioduszewski et al� ����� but it clearly deserves con�rmation�

�� Results and discussion

���� Continuum spectral energy distribution �model �tting and comparison with four

Wolf�Rayet stars

The dereddening of the Cygnus X�� spectrum is made using either Lutz et al�

����	� or Draine ������ laws and using an absorption value of AV � � mag �van

Kerkwijk et al� ���	�� the two dereddened spectra are shown on Figure � They have

clearly di�erent shapes� but since the molecular composition of the absorbing material

on the line of sight to CygnusX��� is unknown� we cannot choose between these two laws�

The spectral �tting of the dereddened spectra is shown on Figure � and the results

are given in Table �� With the Lutz et al� ����	� law the best �t is obtained with a

unique power law S� ������� ���
��� with a reduced ������ in the �� � ��m range� in

good agreement with the Ogley et al ����� result� With the Draine ������ law the best

�t is obtained with the sum of two components� a power law with slope ������ ��� and

a black body at T� �� K with a radius of ���� R� at a distance of �� kpc� �reduced

����� between �� and ��m�� a hint for the presence of circumstellar dust� The power

law part of the continuum spectrum �S� ����� can be explained by free�free emission of

an expanding wind in the intermediate case between optically thick ��� � and optically

thin ��� �� regimes �Wright � Barlow ��
���

Using the ISO archive data we have analysed the SWS spectra of four Wolf�Rayet stars�
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Fig� �� Dereddened spectrum of Cygnus X�� using either Draine ������ law �left� or Lutz et al�

������ law �right�� The asterisks ��� in the lower panel represent the Ogley et al� ���� ISOCAM

results� after dereddening by Draine ������ �left� and Lutz �right��

Fig� �� Best �tting of the two dereddened spectra of Cygnus X�� shown on Figure ��

WR��
 �WN��B����� WR��	 �WN	�B�� WR��� �WN	� and WR
� �WN
�A� whose

main characteristics are given on Table � We compare them to the Cygnus X�� spectrum�

after smoothing the SWS spectra to the resolution of the ISOPHOT�S instrument �using

an IDL routine of B� Schulz dowloaded from the Home Page of the ISO Data Centre

at Vilspa�� The observed WR spectra are shown on Figure � on top of the observed

CygnusX�� spectrum� the identi�cation of the emission lines is from Morris et al� ������

The dereddened spectra of the Wolf�Rayet stars� using either the Draine ������ law

or the Lutz et al� ����	� law with the AV shown in Table � have been �tted with power

law slopes given on Table �� Wolf�Rayet stars emit free�free continuum radiation from
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Fig� �� Observed spectra of CygnusX�� and four Wolf�Rayet stars �not dereddened�� An ar�

bitrary vertical o�set has been added to the WR spectra for clarity� The identi�cation of the

emission lines is from Morris et al� ����

Table �� Comparison of the infrared continuum spectra of CygnusX�� and four WR stars�

power law slopes � such as S� � ��� and ��	 �m �ux densities rescaled at � kpc

Object PL slopea PL slopeb Flux �Jy�

Cygnus X�� ��� � �� c �� � ���

��� �	� � ���

WR 	� ��� � �� d ��� � �� ���� � ��

WR ��� �� � �� d �� � �� ��� � ��

WR ��� �� � �� e �� � �� �	� � ��

WR ��	 ��� � �� c �� � �� ��
 � �


a dereddening with Draine ������ law
b dereddening with Lutz et al� ������ law� �t between ������ �m
c �t between ������
 �m
d �t between ������ �m
e �t between ����� �m

their extended ionized stellar wind envelopes and the di�erent slopes re�ect di�erent

conditions in the wind �Williams et al� ���
�� It is noticeable that the mean continuum

�ux density of CygnusX�� is the same �within a factor ��� at ��
�m as seen in Table

�� than that of the four WR stars when their �ux density is rescaled to a CygnusX��

distance of �� kpc�

The comparison between the CygnusX�� spectrum and that of the Wolf�Rayet

WR��
 at �� kpc is shown on Figure � after dereddening with Draine ������ law �left�

and with Lutz et al� ����	� law �right�� The WR��
 spectrum appears as the closest

WR one to the CygnusX�� spectrum� with almost the same mean �ux density at �� kpc�
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the same power law slope �whithin the statistical errors�� and being the only WR in our

sample with a HeI emission line at ����m� the only line clearly seen in our CygnusX��

data� The other expected He lines at �	� ��
�� ����� 
��	 and �����m are not detected�

probably due to the faintness of the object� at the limits of the instrument�s sensitivity�

We note �Figure �� that the second highest peak in the SS�part of the CygX�� spectrum

is at ��
��m� and there are also local maxima at ���� and �����m� These expected lines

are all blended with H lines and the absence of H observed by van Kerkwijk et al� ����	�

in the I and K band spectra of CygnusX�� could explain the weakness or absence of

these lines in our data�

Fig� �� Comparison between the spectral energy distribution of CygnusX�� and the one of

WR ��	 when rescaled at � kpc � both dereddened with Draine ������ law �left� and the Lutz

et al� ������ law �right��

We note that WR��
 is known as a colliding�wind binary which has been spatially

resolved �Williams et al� ���
� Skinner et al� ������ with a separation on the sky large

enough for the wind�wind collision zone between the stars to be resolved at near�infrared

and radio �Williams et al� ���
�� and X�ray energies �Pittard � Corcoran ���� The

spectral energy distribution of WR��
 in the ����m to mmwavelength range �including

all components� shown by Williams et al� ����
� is dominated by the free�free emission

from the stellar wind of the WN� star� in the  to ���m range these latter authors �nd

������ in good agreement with our ISOPHOT�S measurement� and in the mid�infrared

to radio range they �nd ����		�

���� Emission lines	 comparison with four Wolf�Rayet stars

The measured ����m line �ux above the continuum in the CygnusX�� spectrum is

��� ��mJy �dereddening with Draine ���� law�� and �	� �mJy �dereddening with

the Lutz et al� ���	 law�� using respectively �� ��	 and ����	� the best �tted continuum
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slopes as given in Table �� both detections being at more than ����� This line is inter�

preted as the HeI ��p��s� line at �����m� a prominent line in the WR��
 �WN��B����

spectrum as seen in Morris et al� ����� and in Figure �� We note that the Br��HeI�II

line at �����m is not detected in CygnusX�� in quiescence� but is present in the four

Wolf�Rayet stars� Strong HeI and HeII lines have been previously observed in the K�range

in CygnusX�� during quiescence �van Kerkwijk et al� ���� Fender et al� ���	� ������

These lines have been interpreted �van Kerkwijk et al� ���	� Cherepashchuk � Mo�at

������ as emission from the wind of a massive companion star to the compact object� and

Fender et al� ������ suggest that the best candidate is probably an early WN Wolf�Rayet

star� We note that the close match we have found between the mid�infrared luminosity

and the spectral energy distribution� the HeI emission line in CygnusX�� in quiescence�

and that of the WR��
� is consistent with a Wolf�Rayet like companion of WN� type

to the compact object in CygnusX��� a later type than suggested by earlier works �van

Kerkwijk et al� ���	� Fender et al� ����� Hanson et al� �����

���� Mass loss rate evaluation

As Ogley et al� ������ we evaluated the mass loss rate of this free�free emitting wind�

following the Wright � Barlow ���
�� formula ��� giving the emitted �ux density �in

Jansky� �

S� � ��

�
!M

�v�

����
����

D�
kpc

���� g���Z��� Jy

where D is the distance to the source in kpc� It gives �

!M � ���������S���� ��GHz � Z
������ � v� M��yr

��

�where � is in GHz�� With an assumed distance D���kpc� a Gaunt factor g� �� a �ux

density deduced from the continuum �tting �Lutz et al� ���	 law� Figure �� of S� �	�

mJy at 	�
��m ����������GHz�� and for a WN�type wind �where the mean atomic

weight per nucleon ������ the number of free electrons per nucleon �e �� and the mean

ionic charge Z���� and with a velocity of v�� ���� km�s�� �van Kerkwijk ���	�� one

obtains !M�� ����M��yr
��� This is in agreement �within a factor � with the mass

transfer rate estimated by van Kerkwijk ������ and Ogley et al� ������ This result is

in good agreement with the recent revised WN mass�loss rate estimates� which have

been lowered by a factor  or � due to clumping in the wind �Morris et al� ������ It

is noticeable that Churchwell et al� ����� considering the radio �ux from the southern�

stellar wind component of WR��
� derived a mass�loss rate of !M�������M��yr
�� and

Williams et al� ����
� found a non spherically symetric stellar wind with a mass�loss rate

of !M���	����M��yr���
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���� Orbital modulation

Since the length of this spectrophotometric measurement was comparable to the ���h

modulation period seen in the K�band at the level of �� �Fender et al� ������ we at�

tempted to detect this modulation in our data set� The points in Figure 	 refer to the

average for the whole ����m� spectrum� Although� as shown in Figure 	� the measure�

ment uncertainty of the orbitally phase�resolved spectra was relatively high� the data

clearly exclude periodic variations of amplitude higher than ����

Fig� �� Flux density in the ������ �m range versus Cygnus X�� orbital phase

��
� Radio and X�ray �uxes

Figure 
 shows the mean �ux density of CygnusX�� on MJD ������� from radio to hard

X�rays� The quiescent state observed in the mid�infrared range with ISO was also seen

during monitoring radio observations of CygnusX�� with the Ryle telescope �Mullard

Radio Observatory� Cambridge� shortly before and after the ISO observations� the mean

�ux density at ��GHz being about ��mJy �Pooley ������ and with the Green Bank

Interferometer �GBI� monitoring program �McCollough et al� ����� during a quiescent

period before the ISO observations� the mean �ux densities being ��� ��mJy at ��GHz

and ��� 	�mJy at ���GHz and the spectral index �� ���� ��� � These �ux densities

are at least one order of magnitude higher than that observed during the quench periods

of very low radio emission preceeding the major �ares of Cygnus X�� �McCollough et al�

������ In fact� this quiescent state was still present in ���	 May� June and July �Fender

et al� ������

In the X�ray range� at the same epoch� the Rossi XTE All Sky Monitor count rate

was � 
�� count�s�� corresponding to a mean �ux of � � mJy from  to � keV� see

XTE archive and Levine et al� ����	�� and the BATSE instrument on board the Gamma

Ray Observatory observed a mean photon �ux of ����� count�s�� corresponding to a

�ux density of ����mJy� in the � � ���keV range� Thus the mid�infrared continuum
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Fig� �� Quasi�simultaneous observations of CygnusX�� in the radio� infrared� soft and hard X�

rays on ����� April 	� averaged over the orbital phase� the ISOPHOT�S spectrum is dereddened

with Lutz et al� ������ law� note that the GBI was dormant after ���� April � till November

����� and that the given �ux densities �in dash lines� are mean values during the quiescent

period March �	 to April �� ����

spectrum whose shape is explained by thermal free�free emission in an expanding wind

has a di�erent origin than the non�thermal radio emission and the X�ray emission which

are closely coupled �Mioduszewski et al� ���� Choudhury et al� ����

�� Conclusions

We have shown that the mid�infrared continuum �between �� � ��m� of CygnusX��

in quiescence can be explained by the free�free emission of an expanding wind in the

intermediate case between optically thick and optically thin regimes� The low quiescent

luminosity of the object in the mid�infrared allows only detecting an upper limit of

�� percent on the possible ���h orbital modulation� A line at ��� �m is detected at

a con�dence level of more than ����� and is interpreted as the expected HeI ��p��s�

emission line� The close match between the mid�infrared brightness and spectral energy

distribution of CygnusX�� in quiescence� the HeI emission line� the high mass loss rate

in the wind and that of the colliding�wind Wolf�Rayet system WR��
� is consistent with

a Wolf�Rayet like companion of WN� type to the compact object in CygnusX��� a later

type than suggested by previous works �van Kerkwijk et al� ���	� Fender et al� �����

Hanson et al� �����
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